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1931
The Importance of Being Earnest

———————————————————————————————————

Two years after their first production
(The Best People) at the Park Theatre,
Hanwell, The Questors were still looking
round for a permanent home,
performing largely at festivals and in the
“vicarage garden”.

In 1931 they launched a series of Play
Readings at the Girl Guide Hall in
Warwick Road, which continued there
until theymoved into the Boy Scout Hall
in Mattock Lane in 1933. The first of
these readings wasThe Importance of
Being Earnest (see the Casting Sub-
Committeeminutes opposite).

Most of the castmembers are of course
Questors legends, but it is interesting to
note the presence of three Emmets -
Alfred, Eric and Frank - and that even
though this was a “reading” each part
was allotted an understudy!

1938
A Florentine Tragedy

———————————————————————————————————

Amajor focus for the Questors in the early years was
theirAnnual Drama Festival. The first of these was
held at St Martin’s Hall in 1933, just prior to Questors
taking up residence at the scout hut in Mattock Lane
(The Tin Hut).

These Festivals were internal events, giving groups of
members a chance to put on a series of one-act plays,
with an outside adjudicator invited to give criticism
and award awinner. They proved enormously popular
and drew a lot of interest.

The seventh Festival, held in 1938, was no exception. It
included a presentation ofWilde’s “A Florentine
Tragedy”, described as “a fragment [which] was never
completed. For the purpose of presentation the well-
known poet Mr T Sturge Moore, has written the opening
scene.”
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The adjudicator, Miss Frances Mackenzie, considered “A Florentine Tragedy” “an
enterprising choice, the play being magnificent theatre. The production never quite
came to life, but there was a good climax at the end. The fencing was particularly
well rehearsed. Shewasworried by the “voice beautiful” and suggested that
“Bianca (Dorothy Allen) acted too much from the head instead of the heart. Guido
(Eric Allen)was too cold and did not play enough to Bianca. His speech was not
strong enough. Simone (Cyril Thomas) had style and atmosphere, his timing being
excellent.”

Thewinning trophywent to “The Man to be Hanged”.
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1944
The Importance of Being Earnest

———————————————————————————————————

With the SecondWorldWar in full throttle and
doodlebugs (in the words of Alfred Emmet) “affecting us
somewhat by definitely retarding the growth of
membership, and causing the cancellation of all
outstanding theatre lets,” The Questors soldiered onwith
a production ofThe Importance of Being Earnest in
October 1944.

In fact the original intention had been to putThe
Tempest on in this spot, but it had proved impossible to
cast. Alfred insisted it wasmerely a postponement and
that it was hoped to putThe Tempest on in the following
new year. In fact we didn’t get round to doing it until
1960.

The Importance of Being EarnestwasKit Hutchin’s
first production and proved to be quite a busy affair. The
nature of the timesmeant that there was a constant

switching of roles asmembers of the cast were called away onmilitary service,
evacuated or simply taken ill. Kit herself had to step into the role of Lady
Bracknell at twenty-four hour’s notice. Alfred landed the part of John Worthing.
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The Production broke box office records with a total audience of 800 for the five
main performances, and packed houses for two special performances for local
youth groups. The show also became part of the Questors wartime travelling
repertoire visiting, amongst other places, a gun site atWormwood Scrubs - as
reported inA Few Drops of Water:

“The performers had to share the stage with a couple of camp cats, who
behaved impeccably to begin with, sitting one on either side of the stage. As
the play progressed, they began to move about and had to be accommodated
in the action, one having to be removed from a chair before John Worthing
could sit down!”

Overall it was reckoned the show had played to 1600 people - not bad when
resources were so tight and there was awar going on.
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Our first President, the influential theatre director John Burrell, gave the
company some invaluable criticism and there was a lively after show
discussion, butAlfred Emmet’s reflections on the production are interesting:

“Opinions have been very much divided. The curious thing is that practically
without exception all the unfavourable criticisms (and we had some stinking
ones!) were of the performances on the Monday evening and the Saturday
afternoon, when the cast had found the audience rather “sticky” and difficult,
whereas the general reaction at the other performances seems to have been
more favourable. Another curious fact is that the box office returns show that
those two particular performances were the occasions when we had the
smallest houses. One almost begins to wonder whether it is possible that in
trying to “get” a rather cold audience,wemayhave gone rather severely off the
rails and really given performances markedly inferior on those occasions.

“This may I think, be partly true, and in trying to force laughs where we felt
they ought to be coming, we may have lost conviction. However that may be,
we have certainly gained a lot of very valuable experience from playing this
show so often to different audiences. Generally, the show was on the whole
undoubtedly a popular success - which means very little; and artistically, I
think we have learnedmany lessons.”

1970
The Importance of Being Earnest

———————————————————————————————————

Alfred Emmet directing the 1970
production ofTHE IMPORTANCE OF
BEING EARNEST.

The set was designed by John Rolfe
in the round, partly as an
experiment in style and partly to
facilitate travelling as it was hoped
to take the production to
Czechoslovakia - although that visit
doesn’t appear to havematerialised.

The cast includedMary
Hodlin as Lady Bracknell,Kit
Hutchins as Miss Prism and
Tony Barber as Dr Chasuble.
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Mary Hodlin (Lady Bracknel) was invited to introduce the production in the
pages of QUESTOPICS:

After some hours of thought and a little research I decided thatOscar Wildewas
the best person to publicise his last play andmasterpieceThe Importance of
Being Earnest—ATrivial Comedy for Serious People. Here are some extracts
from letters written by himwhich are about the play:
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To:George Alexander From: St. James Theatre. July 1894
The real charm of the play, if it is to have charm, must be in the dialogue. The plot is
slight, but I think adequate .... well, I think an amusing thing with lots of fun and
wit might be made.

To: Lord Alfred Douglas From: 5 Esplanade,Worthing. August 1894
I have been doing nothing here but bathing and playwriting. My play is really very
funny; I am quite delighted with it.

To:George Alexander, St. James Theatre. From:Worthing. September 1894
I can't make out what could have become of your letter. I thought from your silence
that you thought the play too farcical in incident for a Comedy Theatre like your
own. I would like to have my play done by you. I maymention that the play is an
ADMIRABLE PLAY.

To:George Alexander From: Tite Street. October 1894
As you wished to see my somewhat farcical comedy I send you the first copy of it. It is
called LADY LANCING on the cover, but the real title is THE IMPORTANCE OF BEING
EARNEST.

To:Arthur L. Humphreys The First Night— February 14th, 1895
I enclose you a stall for the 14th— the last to be got! I hope you will enjoy my 'trivial'
play. It is written by a butterfly for butterflies.

What of the critics who attended the first performance on February 14th, 1895?
It was the only time thatG. B. Shawmade an ass of himself as a critic; perhaps
he did not read the sub-title! This is part of what hewrote—
The general effect is that of a farcical comedy dating from the seventies, unplayed
during that period because it was too clever and too decent and brought up-to-date
as far possible by Mr.Wilde in his now completely formed style. I find other critics
declaring that it could never have been written but for the opening up of entirely new
paths in drama last year by ARMS AND THEMAN at which I confess to a chuckle'.

Thewriter who best expresses the delight experienced by those first-nighters in
1895 is Max Beerbohmwho says:Despite the scheme of the play, the fun depends
mainly on what the characters say, rather than on what they do. They speak a kind
of beautiful nonsense—the language of high comedy twisted into fantasy. To
preserve its style fully, the dialogue must be spoken with grave unction. The sound
and sense of the words must be taken seriously, treated
beautifully'.

Alfred Emmetwill produce with his usual meticulous care
andmake sure that his actors portraying the characters
will, to quote John Gielgud:Utter their delicious cadences
and spin their web of preposterous sophistication.
The action of the playwill take place in the round. Do you
remember how successfulUncle Vanyawas played in this
way?
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A delightful set and costumes have been designed by John Rolfe.

There are four new actingmembers
in the cast...
Alexandra Gwynne-Jones, who
studied drama in Cape Town and
has worked in the professional
theatre, plays Cecily Cardew; Lesley
Goldie, who has delighted Questors
audiences as Solveig and
Desdemona is Gwendolen Fairfax.
Barbara Hutchins—Mrs Candour in
thatmost successful production of
School for Scandal, plays Miss Prism,
andGaynor Aldcroft is both parlour
maid and understudy.

Murray Jamieson from Sydney,
Australia is JohnWorthing, and
Tom Ellison of Middlesex—
AlgernonMoncrief. Tony Barber is
Canon Chasuble. Themen-servants
are played by GrahamHoward and
TonyWorth—Tony is also associate
producer.

I must add two pieces of informationwhich giveme pleasure:

Ada Leverson, a friend ofWilde's, wrote an article for Punchwhichwas a skit on
The Importance. It was entitled The Advisability of not being brought up in a
Handbag—A trivial tragedy for wonderful People';

and this lovely Victorian Precept—
'Servants talk about People;
Gentlefolk discuss Things'.

MARYHODLIN
p.p. Augusta Bracknell
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1984
The Importance of Being Earnest

———————————————————————————————————
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1993
Lady Windermere’s Fan

———————————————————————————————————

When first produced in 1892 Lady Windermere’s Fan
was an instant hit andwas hailed as the wittiest play in
English sinceThe School For Scandal. Wilde himself,
when asked how the playwas doing, replied, "Capitally.
I am told that Royalty is turned away nightly". The best
critics called the play amasterpiece, and though a few
carped it wasmore aboutWilde himself and his
character than the play. One suspects theymight have
heardWilde's remark that, "I am told the London critics
can be bought. Perhaps they can, but, judging from their
appearance, they cannot be at all expensive".

The play has been frequently revived since and, after
Earnest, isWilde's most often performed and best-
loved comedy. Audiences never cease to be fascinated

by the story of LadyWindermere, her errant fan, her seemingly errant husband,
her would-be lover, Lord Darlington, and her— but that would be telling!

When one adds to these such splendid characters as the Duchess of Berwick (a
prototype for Lady Bracknell), her "chatterbox" of a daughter with her rich, but
Australian, suitor, and an array of witty Society gentlemen and bitchy Society
ladies (in all a cast of twenty-four, all of whom are on stage together for the
dazzling ballroom scene) one can understand its popularity.

Our production is directed by Steve Fitzpatrick,whose best-remembered
productions includeTartuffe, Dr. Faustus andAristophanes' Wealth. He is
joined by the experienced design team of John Rolfe,who is responsible for the
elegant set, Celia Dowell, who has designed the sumptuous costumes, and
Andrew Dixon, whowill light both to their best advantage.

As for the cast, it is almost a roll-call of top Questors talent, headed byGillian
Kerswell as Mrs. Erlynne,Anne Renn as the formidable Duchess of Berwick,
Jane Backlog as Lady Agatha and, making her Questors debut,Amanda Aldred
as LadyWindermere.

Sparklingwit, powerful drama and a dazzling feast for the eyes, whatmore could
one ask for as the perfect entertainment for a Spring evening?
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VIEWS FROM THE BACK ROW

I think the play got the production it deserved. Sumptuous
costumes, dinky little umbrellas, hats!When, after the
night before, wewere backwith the original set the
costume departmentmight have relaxed, but no, on came
LadyW a vision in violet and hermother luscious in lilac.
The text was handledwith equally loving care. I thought it
started a touch slowly, but settled to a good pace which
allowed excellent diction from everyone. I hate that gabble
which announces "we are getting over the boring bit as fast
as we can", and there was none of that here.

LadyWhad the necessary wide-eyed sincerity and LordW
looked correctly hag-ridden, as anyone should who has been under the threat of
blackmail for sixmonths. He seemedwell in control of his coat-tails and should
have given lessons on the subject to Lord Darlington. I can't recall having seen
Robert Jones before.
Gillian Kerswell we certainly have seen before, and thismaywell have been her
best ever performance. Lesser characters were nicely donewithout hamming.
Anne Renn gave us a sort of Edith Evans rendering of the Duchess with
"Australia" as her personal handbag. This was 1892 andWilde was the toast of
London.With this production you can see why.

Hilary Potts
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1993
Vera
or

The Nihilists
———————————————————————————————————
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1999
A Woman of

No Importance
———————————————————————————————————

In the Playhouse
A WOMAN OF NO IMPORTANCE

An intriguing andwitty comedy drama of
social scandal and awoman's concealed past.

The setting is a weekend party at Lady
Hunstanton's country house.When Gerald
Arbuthnot is elevated from bank clerk to
become secretary to the dashing and amoral
Lord Illingworth, why is everyone delighted
but hismother?What secret has isolated her
for twenty years andmakes Gerald unfit for
this golden opportunity? In a gentrifiedworld,
where dalliances, liaisons and adultery are
everyday fare, what happens when real shame
is loudly exposed and the past starkly revealed
in the present?

Thrusting through some ofWilde's wittiest
dialogue is a story of social hypocrisy and a
powerful struggle of the sexes. A drama of late
Victorian society which still echoes poignantly
one hundred years after it was written.
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2009
The Importance of Being Earnest

———————————————————————————————————

The Importance of Being Earnest

The darling of society who stood
before an adoring audience on 14th
February 1895 at the St James's
Theatre would, within only three
months have become a convicted
criminal. In five years he would be
dead.

Wilde's reputation has since been
handed back to him by history and the
ignominy of his last years has been
transformed into a tragedy visited
upon him by late Victorian prudery
rather than the deserved consequence
of scandalous immorality.

The truth is, of course, not so black-
and-white. If not the actual architect
of his own downfall, Wilde was at
least supremely arrogant in his
careless attitude to danger.The
Importance of Being Earnest
containsmany hidden references to a
private life that was teetering on the
brink. Some of them are, perhaps,
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subconscious; some are coded and some
simply expedient (such as the name
Worthing, which is whereWilde and his
lover, Lord Alfred Douglas, were staying
when hewrote it).

Earnest is subtitledA Trivial Comedy For
Serious People and, though this could
simply be onemore of themany inverted
aphorisms that pepper the script, it is
perhaps worth dwelling onwhether it
should be takenmore literally.Wilde's
greatest love affair had to remain hidden
yet he was venerated for what amounted
to the clever party trick of being able to
“come upwith a good line”: the serious is
trivial and the trivial is serious. Thus,
Gwendolen and Cecily fall in love with a
name and are quite prepared to abandon
the actual person if that person transpires
to be called something else.

Unsurprisingly - and certainly not
uniquely -Wilde's own prejudices, likes
and dislikes come through in his writing.
You can see his horror of age, his fatal
adoration of youth and beauty and his
delight at a neat phrase or clever joke. In
his portrayal of the upper classes he gives
us characters that are scheming,
manipulative, vain, avaricious and
mendacious; could this have been how he
actually saw the people around him?

It is likely thatWilde's reputationwas
sacrificed in place of the primeminister,
Lord Rosebery's. Rosebery had an affair
With Lord Alfred's older brother who had
later - it was rumoured - committed
suicide. (And this would certainly account
for the rabid attitude of the youngmen's
father, theMarquis of Queensberry.)
However, in 1895, another way
homosexuality threatened the social
structure was by transcending the class
barrier. In the play,Worthing's inscribed
cigarette case is similar tomanyWilde
gave to lower-classmale prostitutes.
(Doing so, he flirtedwith blackmail and
provided some of the evidence that was
used against him at his trials.)
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Whether hewas thumbing his nose at
danger, sharing a private joke with friends
or nodding andwinking to those in the
know, he seems to have taken an almost
childish delight in smuggling gay
references onto theWest End stage.
“Earnest” (used as an adjective andwith
an “a”) and “Cecily” were slangwords for
homosexuality; “morbidity” (for which
“Bunbury” is “well-punished” by his death)
was amore widely used euphemism, as
was “social legislation”, which referred to
themove to change the laws regarding sex
betweenmen. The inventedword,
“Bunburying” - referring to Algernon's
fictional invalid who is his excuse for
escaping to the country - could easily be
read as a euphemism for illegal sex of any
kind or homosexuality specifically. It's
tempting to read things into the line “A
man whomarries without knowing Bunbury
has a very tedious time of it.” Indeed,Wilde
had his own “Bunbury”, whichwas his
work: his sexual adventures were
protected by the excuse of needing peace
and quiet to write, away from his wife and
children.

In this version of the play, some of the
original cuts have been restored. In it, we
meetGribsby, who arrives to arrest
“Ernest” for debt. The amount - £762 14s
2d - is almost exactly whatWilde owed to
the Savoy at the time of writing and it is
indeed astounding to consider how
blatantly he conducted his highly
dangerous “Bunburying” in such public
and “respectable” places.

Other lines, names and placesmore
prosaically reflect the conditions under
which the playwaswritten. They are of
interest to those seeking to link the
trajectory ofWilde's disgrace to this, his
most frivolous and apparently light-
heartedwork. For instance, the names of
some of Lady Bracknell's social circle
refer to actual people. More interestingly,
her name is arrived at from Lord Alfred's
mother who came from Bracknell.
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Another reinstated cut refers to a book,
The Green Carnation, about “the culture
of exotics”. The green carnationwas a
symbol of the aestheticmovement -
youngmenwho, asW.S. Gilbert put it,
would “walk down Piccadilly with a
poppy or a lily in [their] medieval hand”.
Wilde remains themost famous of
these and is the prototype of Bunthorne
in Patience. Gilbert, in turn, possibly
provided inspiration for Earnest, both
with his play Engaged and in the
nonsensical plots of the Savoy
operettas. (The lost baby is a very
Gilbertian idea.)

Incidentally, Sir George Alexander, the
original producer, was responsible for
the version of Earnest that is most often
done and it was hewho cut the fourth
act.Wilde objected. “What does that
matter if it's wasted?” Alexander said.
“You are clever enough to think of a
hundred things just as good.” “Of course I
am,'”Wilde replied. “But that is not the
point. This scene that you feel is
superfluous cost me terrible, exhausting
labour and heart-rending strain. Youmay
not believe me, but I assure you that it
must have taken fully five minutes to
write.”

When he is told that “Ernest” has
expressed a desire to be buried in Paris,
Chasuble fears that it “... hardly points
to any very serious state of mind at the
last.” This was prophetic:Wilde died
and is buried in Paris.The Importance
of Being Earnestwritten in a hurry at
this cataclysmic time in his life -
remains hismost popular work. Unlike
Miss Prism's “revoltingly sentimental”
novel, it manages to avoid the earnest
sentiment of his earlier plays. It is as
hard and sparkling as a diamond; it is
seriously slight and slightly serious.We
hope you enjoy it.
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2014
An Ideal Husband

———————————————————————————————————
A greedy politician is trying to avoid a scandal after
selling government secrets tomake his fortune.

Will his political career be ruined? Or can he hush it up
by doing a deal with the one personwho knows the
truth?

It has all the ingredients of one of those clever
Westminster thrillers we see on television, where the
plot is inspired by themisdemeanours of present-day
politicians.

But remarkably, this story was first brought to the stage
by OscarWilde in 1895.

More than a century later,An Ideal Husband is being
revived as the first production of the new season at The Questors Theatre in
Ealing.

At the centre of the plot is a distinguished
parliamentarian, amanwith an unblemished
reputation and an adoringwife who thinks he can do
nowrong.
Then an error of judgement from his past comes back
to haunt him. Hemight just be able to prevent the
story beingmade public.

But can his wife ever forgive him, aman she thought
was perfect?

The director of The Questors production, Paul Collins,
believes present-day audiences will have no difficulty
spotting the parallels betweenWilde’s play and public
life today.

“An Ideal Husband cries out to be placed in
a contemporary setting,” he says. “Its
themes of political and financial corruption,
blackmail and hypocrisy can hardly be less
topical than they were in 1895.”

So the Victorian setting of the play has
been abandoned, and the action has been
moved to the present day. The story is
essentially the same, but somemodern
political references have beenworked into
the script to heighten its contemporary
resonance.

Paul Collins thinksOscar Wildewould
approve of this updated version for the 21st Century.

“An Ideal Husband shows people’s lives being torn apart by deceit,” he says. “But it’s
also about love and forgiveness. And, beingWilde, it's very funny.”

Paul Collins
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During the play’s first run at the Haymarket Theatre
in 1895,Wilde faced a personal scandal of his own,
being arrested for an act of gross indecency. The
production continued, and proved to be a big hit with
West End audiences. But Victorian society was less
forgiving, andWilde’s namewas removed from the
theatre billboards as his own troubles deepened.

Paul Collins likes to think the playwright would smile
and raise a glass of absinthe to this fresh new
production of the play. 1895? 2014? Plus ça change.
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“An actor is part illusionist, part artist, part ham.”

“While we look to the dramatist to give romance to
realism, we ask of the actor to give realism to romance.”

“It is not good for one’s morals to see bad acting”

“I love acting. It is so muchmore real than life.”
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